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From Siam to Guangdong 
and Macao:
A Note on the Mongoose in Ming and Qing Sources

Roderich Ptak*

I

Th e Aomen jilüe 澳門記略 (1751; now AMJL), 
a text familiar to all those working on the history of 
Macao, contains various lists of animals, among which 
one fi nds a short description of the mongoose, or 
menggui. Th e term in question is phonetically related 
to a number of South Indian expressions for the same 
animal and is either written as 蒙貴, or with radical 
94 (both characters). Th e second version also occurs 
in the AMJL version used here. Th is is what the AMJL 
has to say:1

Th e menggui resembles a cat, but is larger. It has 
high legs and a hairy tail.2 Th ere are three types: 
yellow, white and black ones. Th ey are good in 
catching rats, and they [even] kill the haishu 海
鼠, which can reach one hundred jin  (a little 
less than fi fty kilograms), by making them blind 
[during a fi ght]. Th e children of the foreigners [in 
Macao] carry them in their arms, when getting 
up after sleeping.

Th e AMJL is the longest pre-19th-century Chinese-
language book dedicated to Macao and its inhabitants. 

Earlier Chinese descriptions of that city are usually 
much shorter or form part of other works. Some 
of this material also entered the AMJL in the form 
of quotations; this includes certain observations 
ultimately drawn from Chinese Jesuit accounts. 
Th e sections on plants and animals in AMJL are no 
exception; among the sources used for these sections 
one fi nds a variety of well-known lishi dili  
records (quasi ethnographic accounts), lei shu 類書 
compilations (similar to encyclopaedias), poems, and 
other categories.

One work closely related to the AMJL is Qu 
Dajun’s 屈大均 famous Guangdong xinyu 廣東新
語 (preface 1700).3 Th is text also carries an entry on 
the menggui. It very much resembles the description 
found in AMJL, and was probably used by the authors 
of the latter, but has more details: (1) Th e menggui 
raised in Xianluo 暹羅 (the area of modern Th ailand) 
were excellent rat catchers. (2) People in Macao 
knew how to distinguish diff erent types of menggui. 
(3) Th ese animals were traded in Guangdong (or 
Guangzhou).

Qu Dajun also adds that foreigners in Macao 
‘esteem domestic animals, but look down upon 
humans; they value the menggui no less than [their 
own] children’. Similar observations are made in 
regard to ‘foreign dogs’ (fan gou 番狗) of which it 
is said they were kept as treasured pets and treated 
better than domestic ‘slaves’.4 Th e intention behind 
these rather unusual descriptions is not clear. We 
know that Qu Dajun collected fi rst-hand evidence in 
Macao, but whether he wanted to provide an ‘exotic’ 
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image, or was simply puzzled—or even annoyed—by 
European attitudes towards animals, would still need 
to be investigated.

Be this as it may, in the context of the present 
article it is important to note that Qu Dajun associated 
the menggui with Macao, Guangzhou and the area of 
modern Th ailand. It is the purpose of my observations to 
briefl y comment on this rather unexpected constellation, 
especially its complex ‘philological’ dimensions.

To begin with, the shipment of animals from 
Southeast Asian and other locations to China is a longue 
durée phenomenon that can be traced back to very 
early times. Chinese records contain many references 
to such imports and also to the ‘production’ of animals 
in foreign countries. Xianluo and other regions now 
forming part of Th ailand are noted, for example, for 
their elephants, monkeys and tropical birds.

The menggui is rarely mentioned in the context of 
Southeast Asia, but it occurs in a number of Ming and 
Qing sources with descriptive elements reminiscent of 
those included in AMJL and Guangdong xinyu. Examples 
are found in one of the Guangdong tongzhi 廣東通志 
editions, in Tong ya 通雅 (fi nished in 1636, printed in 
1666), Nan Yue biji 南越筆記 (1780), and so on.5

However, the most important source in that 
regard is Huang Zhong’s 黄衷 Hai yu 海語 (1536). Th is 
book contains a long chapter on ‘Th ailand’ and various 
other entries, among which there is one on the menggui 
(one of the earlier references with radical 94, both 
characters).6 If Huang is correct, then the menggui was 
also called mengju (second character ), or mu kœy in 
modern Cantonese. Although the latter is phonetically 
close to the English term ‘mongoose’—and its earlier 
South Indian forms—the combination mengju is rarely 
encountered in other works (if at all).

Much of what Huang has to off er in his account is 
again similar to the descriptive elements found in AMJL 
and Guangdong xinyu. Th is concerns, for example, the 
high legs of the menggui, the hairy tail, and the fact 
that there were three ‘types’: yellow, white and black 
ones. But the sequence is diff erent: ‘Th ere are white, 
black and yellow ones; and those, who resemble the li 
狸 (normally a “wild cat”), very much like a mao 猫 
(an “ordinary” cat), but larger... [Th e menggui] is better 
in catching mice than cats.’

Th e last passage in particular calls for further 
comments: In some later editions/texts (quoting from 
Hai yu) the expression li becomes 驪, which makes 

no sense. Th ere are also diff erent interpretations in 
regard to the character ku 酷 (here ‘very much’) and 
the following line (in later works ku is often missing). 
Finally, ‘and those’ could be left out; in that case all three 
types—the white, black and yellow menggui—would 
be similar to wild cats.7

Th e text continues: ‘[Menggui animals] occur in 
all countries, those from Xianluo are [really] excellent. 
Maritime merchants take them to Guangzhou. When 
ordinary cats see [a menggui], they stand aside. Rich 
people give ten gold pieces for one [animal].’ Again, two 
or three observations should be added: ‘Ordinary’ could 
be changed into an adverb, but that may not matter 
very much. Th e expression for merchant sometimes 
appears as you 佑; gu 估 should be better. Xie (xia, jie) 
挾 (after you/gu) remains untranslated.

Th e most interesting point in the quotation above 
certainly pertains to the fact that the best menggui came 
from ‘Th ailand’. Th is should be one of the earliest extant 
Chinese passages (or the earliest passage?) linking the 
menggui to that region. But this is not all. Th e next entry 
in Hai yu (after menggui) deals with a creature called 
haishu: ‘It is as large as a pig, attains a weight of one 
hundred jin, has red eyes and fears cats.’ Furthermore, 
it happened once that a menggui bit a haishu’s eye, after 
which the latter died. Clearly, the last part reminds one 
of the entry translated from AMJL, above. Considering 
all the diff erent descriptive elements encountered in 
Hai yu, it thus seems that Huang Zhong’s account 
formed the basis for the relevant passages in AMJL and 
Guangdong xinyu. Th e identity of the haishu, one may 
add, remains unclear.8

Th e other point that deserves our attention is 
the extraordinary price paid for good quality menggui 
animals in Guangzhou. It is not impossible that Qu 
Dajun, author of the Guangdong xinyu, transferred 
the image of a highly-valued creature to Macao. But 
whether the local Portuguese were really as fond of 
these animals as Qu Dajun suggests, we shall of course 
never know. The image that can be derived from 
other contemporary sources—in both Macao and 
Guangzhou—remains very vague.

II

Notwithstanding, the above suggests that 
Xianluo would occasionally export menggui animals to 
Guangzhou and/or Macao, where these animals were 
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especially in Song and Ming literature, and therefore 
had almost disappeared from everyday language in 
Huang Zhong’s times.12 A similar development applies 
to at least three other early expressions, which may have 
stood for some kind of mongoose as well, but later only 
survived in academic writing: (1) Th e fi rst is bidushu 辟
毒鼠, literally ‘a rat that avoids/escapes poison’. It fi rst 
occurs in a fragmentary work of the 3rd century, the Wei 
lüe 魏略, which is known through the Sanguo zhi 三國
志. (2) Th e second expression, nouteshu (noute-’rat’ 耨
特鼠; fi rst character also ru 褥, second also chi 池 or shi 
時), can be found in the context of Tang sources. (3) A 
similar name was huonoushe 活耨蛇 (second character 
also ru 褥, third character di 地). Th is creature with 
a qing 青 (blue / green?) colour, and resembling a rat 
in shape, was good at catching mice. It is mentioned, 
for example, as a tribute item presented by an embassy 
from Bosi (Bosi 青: usually Persia) in 638.13

All these three terms can be associated with 
China’s early relations to Central and West Asia, via the 

land route. It is possible that they presented diff erent 
foreign words ultimately derived from one 

kept to catch rats, or simply as pets. Evidently such 
exports, whether regular or occasional, had started 
long before the foundation of Macao, because the Hai 
yu dates from 1536. Other Chinese accounts of the 
late medieval and early modern periods associate the 
menggui with the area of modern Vietnam. Examples 
are found in Huanyu tongzhi 寰宇通志 (1456) and 
Da Ming yitong zhi 大明一統志 (1461), where the 
menggui appears as a ‘local product’ of Annam.9 Zhang 
Xie 張燮, author of the Dongxiyang kao 東西洋考 
(1617/18), mentions it in his chapter on Jiaozhi 交阯 
(diff erent orthographs for second character), which is 
essentially the same geographical region.10

Th e association of the menggui with the area of 
modern Vietnam goes back to very ancient times. Th is 
takes us to the Er ya 爾雅 (Han period or earlier) and 
Guo Pu’s 郭璞 (276-324) famous comment on that 
book. Th e Er ya refers to a creature called mengsong 
蒙頌, and not menggui. But the fi rst is commonly 
identifi ed with the latter. Of the mengsong, Guo Pu 
says the following: it resembles the wei 蜼 (possibly 
Rhinopithecus roxellanae, the golden snub-nosed 
monkey), but is smaller and purple-black in colour; 
one can train it to catch mice, in which it surpasses 
ordinary mao (cats/wild cats);11 the mengsong occurs 
in Jiuzhen 九眞 and Rinan 日南. Th ese two sites, it 
is well known, were in the area of modern northern 
Vietnam and administered by China.

Two of Guo Pu’s observations call for comments: 
(1) If the term mengsong does indeed stand for some 
kind of mongoose, then this should be one of the 
earliest Chinese references to the ‘domestication’ of 
these animals—as mice catchers. (2) Th e dark colour 
of the mengsong could point to Herpestes javanicus 
(small Indian mongoose) or H. urva (crab-eating 
mongoose). Th e head of the fi rst in particular is 
sometimes described as being reddish; therefore, 
one also finds the names hongjiameng 紅頰獴 /
honglianmeng 紅臉獴 in modern Chinese (also see the 
last section, here). However, this deviates considerably 
from the colours given by Huang Zhong, Qu Dajun 
and in the AMJL. 

While the colour problem remains a puzzle, it 
is quite likely that the term mengsong was gradually 
substituted by the term menggui in later periods, 

Herpestes urva, from Gao Feng et al., 
Hainan dao de niao shou (1983).

Th e term yigouman in Verbiest’s Kunyu tushuo, Baibu congshu edition.

All these thre
China’s early relation

land route. It is po
foreign w

enggui in later periods, 
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or several languages spoken in North India and/or Iran, 
quite in contrast to the expression menggui, which can 
be related to the linguistic scenarios of Southeast Asia 
and South India—and thus to the sea route. For the 
present note, the ‘northern link’ is of no importance at 
all, because none of the three expressions in question 
appear in the context of the Siam-Guangdong-Macao 
link.14

Another term that must be taken into consideration 
is the compound baishu 白鼠, ‘white rat’. Th is term 
occurs in the Siam chapters of several lishi dili records. 
Examples from the Ming period are found in the works 
by Ma Huan 馬歡 (conventionally dated 1433), Gong 
Zhen 鞏珍 (1434), Huang Xingzeng 黄省曾 (1520), 
Zheng Xiao 鄭曉 (1564), Luo Yuejiong 羅曰褧 (1591), 
Zhang Xie (1617/18), and so on. In these and other 
works the baishu is not described, but listed as one of the 
animals or products of Xianluo.15 Usually the term has 
been translated literally, without explanation, but given 
the colour—as well as the attribute ‘white’ mentioned 
by Huang Zhong—it could be that this Siamese baishu 
was in fact a white menggui.16

While it is impossible to determine the nature 
of these baishu, there can be no doubt that yet another 
expression, namely yigouman 乙狗滿, does refer to the 
mongoose. Th is term occurs in Giulio Aleni’s (Ai Rulüe 
艾儒略) Zhifang waiji 職方外紀 (1623).17 It seems to 
be a phonetic rendering of ichneumon, a word already 
found in Greek antiquity. In Zhifang waiji it occurs 
in a section on ‘sea creatures’. Th e authors of AMJL, 
not knowing what it meant, have also listed it in their 
section on marine animals.18 Hence, they refer to the 
mongoose under two diff erent names, menggui and 
yigouman, without realizing that both terms stood for 
the same (or at least a very similar) creature. 

Finally, there is the Flora sinensis (1656) by 
Miguel Boym (Bu Mige 卜彌格). Boym was a Polish 
Jesuit who stayed on Hainan Island and on the Chinese 
mainland.19 His Flora sinensis (in Latin) contains several 
descriptions of animals and some illustrations; this also 
includes a note on the sum xu, or songshu 松鼠, normally 
a ‘squirrel’. According to Boym the songshu was tamed 
and kept as a mice hunter, hence it probably had nothing 
to do with an ordinary squirrel.20 Rather, it is very likely 
that, once again, a mongoose was meant. 

Boym knew some Chinese and had access to 
Li Shizhen’s 李時珍 famous Bencao gangmu 本草綱

 (1596), which lists the mengsong and repeats Guo 

Pu’s early comments on this animal. It is possible that 
Boym, who was very interested in Chinese medicine 
and various bencao issues, had studied these notes 
and simply changed the name from mengsong to 
songshu.21 

Be this as it may, there are two new elements 
in Boym’s text: (1) Th e Chinese, he says, adorn this 
animal with silver, (2) and it costs eight to nine scutes. 
Th e second element is a reminder of the high prices 
mentioned in Hai yu. It could be that Boym saw these 
animals in Macao, perhaps even in the houses of rich 
Portuguese merchants. But whether the price he gives 
refers to that location, or to Guangzhou (as in Hai yu), 
or rather to some market on Hainan or in the interior 
of southwestern China, where Boym spent much 
time, cannot be told. Th e fi rst element raises diff erent 
questions. Iconographical material of the early modern 
period suggests that red squirrels (!) were adorned with 
a collar of small bells. One such illustration can be 
found in Ulisse Aldrovandi’s writings. However, this 

Th e songshu in Boym’s Flora sinensis. Courtesy Harald Fischer Verlag, 
Erlangen, Germany.
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Wuli xiaoshi 物理小識 (early 17th century). It contains 
a description of Xiangshan’ao 香山澳 (ao with rad. 46), 
i.e., the region to which Macao belonged. Th ere ‘one 
fi nds small dogs, similar to monkeys, and capable of 
catching mice, these are the mengsong’.25 Th e passage is 
followed by some confusing references to Li Shizhen’s 
Bencao gangmu. However, the more interesting part 
lies in the fact that Wang combined the mengsong with 
monkeys and dogs. Th is clearly reminds one of Qu 
Dajun’s later work, where the entry on the menggui 
is followed by an entry on ‘dogs’ and another one on 
‘foreign dogs’.

But this is not all. Menggui animals and ‘short 
dogs’ (duan gou 短狗) appear, one after the other, 
without explanations, in a work by Wang Shizhen 
王士禎 (1634-1711); this also relates to Macao. 
Furthermore, according to Qu Dajun, Macao’s ‘foreign 
dogs are very small; their hair is like that of lions (毛若
獅子) and they are worth more than ten gold pieces.’26 

One may be tempted, here, to say that the ‘link’ 
between dogs and menggui animals was carried over 
from one text to the next, with certain modifi cations, 
and that the high price, originally found in Hai yu, 
was transferred to the dog section in Qu Dajun’s 
Guangdong xinyu. Finally, the association of dogs with 
lions in Qu’s text reminds one of the sequence shizimao 
baishu 獅子貓白鼠, which can be encountered, for 
example, in several early lishi dili works, starting with 
Ma Huan.27

While the last point may be far-fetched, the above 
quotations suggest that some authors had diffi  culties in 
identifying or classifying the animals they were referring 
to. Perhaps indeed, they had never seen these creatures, 
or had only seen some, and therefore preferred to 
rely on earlier textual evidence, which they simply 
‘formatted’ in diff erent ways. In sum, by late Ming 
and early Qing times the story of the menggui became 
a complex philological problem—a topic bordering on 
the ‘semantics’ of cats, dogs, weasel-like creatures, and 
even monkeys. Th is makes it very diffi  cult to establish 
a clear picture.

In spite of these textual uncertainties, I am still 
inclined to think that the term menggui, in the context 
of Macao, should refer to imported (or domestically 
raised) mongooses, occasionally kept as pets in the 
households of the rich. In ancient Egypt and India 
mongooses were famous, especially for their ability to 
kill poisonous snakes. In early modern India one fi nds 

comes out of the European context.22 It could be that 
Boym had a vague notion of such adornments and that 
he had combined these elements with what he had 
learned from Li Shizhen’s work and personally seen in 
China. Th is would then be a further explanation for 
the ‘symbiosis’ of the songshu and mengsong.

III

What does the preceding section tell us? – (1) Th e 
menggui, or mongoose, was not only associated with 
Siam, but also with the area of modern Vietnam. (2) 
Th e term baishu, found in several Ming descriptions 
of Xianluo, may stand for a white menggui. (3) Th ere 
are several older terms: mengsong—evidently a reddish/
black/dark creature and good mouse hunter—as well 
as some expressions (bidushu, nouteshu, huonoushe, 
etc.), which can be brought into connection with 
China’s contacts to West and Central Asia; once again 
these expressions point to mongooses. (4) Th e ‘Jesuit’ 
transcription yigouman—for ichneumon—entered the 
AMJL, but was not understood as an alternative name 
for menggui. (5) Boym’s notion of the songshu is likely 
to stand for the mongoose.

Th e existence of several terms for one animal or 
similar species is not an exceptional case in Chinese 
traditional writing. Such constellations have always 
led to confusion and usually later writers have tried to 
‘solve’ the riddle by quoting earlier texts as authoritative 
sources, without disentangling the many philological 
problems connected therewith. One case is Fang Yizhi’s 
Tong ya, already referred to in an earlier note, above.23 
It carries an entry on the mengsong, where this animal 
is fi rst equated with the huonoudi 活耨地 and then 
identifi ed as a mouse catcher. Th e next part quotes 
from Guo Pu’s comment. Th is is followed by additional 
observations: Th e Guangzhi 廣志 (Guangdong tongzhi, 
or Guangdong chronicles in a broader sense?), says 
Fang, calls these creatures menggui (with rad. 94); there 
are black, white and yellow ones (in this sequence); 
the best ones originate from Xianluo and catch mice. 
Th ereafter the text turns to cats (which in still other 
sources are mixed up with the menggui),24 tribute 
missions (Tang period), and other issues.

In terms of textual chronology, some of Fang 
Yizhi’s observations can be placed between the Hai 
yu (1536) and the Guangdong xinyu (1700) / AMJL 
(1751). Th is is also true for another work by Fang, the 
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these animals in several stories and religious contexts; 
even Garcia da Orta (1563) knew of them and their 
exceptional qualities.28

Th e early Portuguese, when sailing to Macao, 
came through India and Melaka. Later they were also 
in touch with diff erent ports along the coasts of modern 
Th ailand and Vietnam.29 Th erefore, it has always been 
suggested that they brought various Asian traditions to 
Macao; this may have included the habit of keeping 
mongooses at home, albeit not primarily for chasing 
snakes, but for protecting themselves against rats and 
mice. Other Europeans also observed mongooses in the 
contexts of India and Southeast Asia. It is no surprise, 
then, that one fi nds various references to these creatures 
in conventional encyclopaedias and handbooks of the 
colonial period.30

In more recent times the mongoose became the 
topic of many scholarly articles and several beautiful 
tales. Other aspects concern the culinary side; there 
are occasional references to mongooses being eaten 
in South China and elsewhere. The Internet also 
carries hundreds of pages related to these animals 
and the stories surrounding them. Surprisingly, many 
electronic pages are linked to Th ailand; this includes 
videos showing long fi ghts between the mongoose and 
the cobra.

Before concluding these glosses, we shall briefl y 
return to the zoological aspect of the problem. Above 
we had encountered reddish/dark animals (mengsong), 
as well as white, yellow and black ones (menggui). 
According to modern taxonomy, mongooses belong 
to the order Carnivora. One of its families are the 
Herpestidae, under which one fi nds the subfamily 
Herpestinae with the genus Herpestes. One of its species 
is H. javanicus, the small 
Indian mongoose (earlier 
called H. auropunctatus, 
etc.; in English also ‘Asian 
mongoose’ ,  ‘ Ja vane s e 

mongoose’, etc.). Some works associate up to twelve 
subspecies with H. javanicus, other works list these as 
separate species, including H. auropunctatus. 

Certain animals under the Herpestidae resemble 
civets and other animals now conventionally placed 
under the Viverridae. Several of the latter also appear 
in modern works on China’s fauna; this includes 
Paradoxurus hermaphroditus (‘Asian palm civet’, also 
‘toddy cat’) and Paguma larvata (‘masked palm civet’, 
also ‘Himalayan palm civet’). But occasionally the 
Herpestidae and Viverridae form one family as well, 
as for example in recent handbooks on the fauna 
of Hainan.31 Needless to add, such terminological 
divergences have contributed to much confusion. 
Th e coexistence of several modern Chinese names for 
similar creatures, or even for the same species, and 

erpestes. One of its species 

Viverra zibetha, from Gao Feng et al., Hainan 
dao de niao shou (1983).

Herpestes auropunctatus, from Gao Feng et al., Hainan dao de niao shou (1983).

Paguma larvata hainana, from Gao Feng et al., 
Hainan dao de niao shou (1983).

certain name elements derived from ancient texts, 
have further aggravated these problems. Viverra zibetha 
(‘[large] Indian civet’) is now usually called dalingmao 
大靈猫, P. hermaphroditus is known as yezimao 椰子
猫, P. larvata often appears with a local subspecies, i.e., 
P. l. hainana, or guozili 果子狸 in Chinese. Herpestes 
javanicus normally goes as hongjiameng 紅頰獴 or 
honglianmeng 紅臉獴, but one also fi nds other terms 
such as rili 日狸, zhuli 竹狸, and shupishu 樹皮鼠. 
Herpestes urva (the ‘crab-eating mongoose’) appears 
as shixiemeng 食蟹獴 in modern scientifi c literature; 
its other names are shanhuan 山獾, shihuan 石獾, 
zhudongli 竹筒狸, sunli 笋狸, shuihuan 水獾 and 
baimei 白猸.

Th e origins of many Chinese popular names listed 
above have never been explained in full. However, in 
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3 Th ere are several modern editions. One is in Ou Chu 歐初 and 
Wang Guanchen 王慣忱 (eds.), Qu Dajun quanji 屈大均全集, 8 
vols. (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1996), IV. Here I used 
the Zhonghua shuju version (Hong Kong, 1975). – Several segments 
deal with Macao. See, for example, Roderich Ptak, ‘Notes on the 
Kuang-tung hsin-yü’, Boletim do Instituto Luís de Camões 15.1/2 
(1981), pp. 136-148; Jin Guoping’s translation of AMJL (as in n. 
1), pp. 327-330. – For Qu Dajun and his text also see, for example, 
Zhao Liren 趙立人, ‘“Guangdong xinyu” de chengshu niandai yu 
shisan hang’ 廣東新語的成書年代與十三行, Guangdong shehui 
kexue 廣東社會科學 (1/1989), pp. 61-63; Wu Jianxin 吳建新, 
‘“Guangdong xinyu” chengshu nianqi zaitan’ 廣東新語成書年期
再談, Guangdong shehui kexue (3/1989), pp. 79-88; Wang Zongyan 
汪宗衍, Qu Wengshan xiansheng nianpu 屈翁山先生年譜 (Macao: 
Yujin shuwu, 1970); Tang Kaijian 湯開建, ‘Qu Dajun e Macau’, 
Revista de Cultura 32 (1997), pp. 87-104. – On animals described in 
Guangdong xinyu and AMJL, see, for example, Roderich Ptak, ‘Th e 
Avifauna of Macau: A Note on the Aomen jilüe’, Monumenta Serica 
57 (2009), pp. 193-230.

4 Qu Dajun 屈大均, Guangdong xinyu 廣東新語, j. 21, p. 540.
5 Guangdong tongzhi 廣東通志, j. 52, quoted by Fang Yizhi 方以智, 

Tong ya 通雅 (Siku quanshu ed., vol. 857; hereafter SKQS), j. 46, 
12b-13a (p. 865); Qu Dajun, Guangdong xinyu, j. 21, p. 540; Li 
Tiaoyuan 李調元, Nan Yue biji 南越筆記, Hanhai, 4 vols. (Baibu 
congshu jicheng ed. 37.11), III, j. 9, 8a–b (there, also on imported 
yang mao 洋猫, possibly identical with the menggui).

6 Huang Zhong 黄衷, Hai yu 海語, Lingnan yishu (Baibu congshu 
jicheng ed. 93.3), j. 2, 3b. So far, little has been written on the Hai 
yu. A general study is Duan Lisheng’s 段立生 ‘Huang Zhong ji qi 
“Hai yü”’ 黄衷及其海 , in Duan’s Taiguo shi sanlun 泰國史散
論 (Nanning: Guangxi renmin chubanshe, 1993; originally 1984). 
Non-Chinese work includes Donatella Guida’s ‘Ming Images of the 
Nanyang: Some Stories from Haiyu (Words on the Sea) [1536]’, 
Annali dell’Istituto Universitario Orientale 54.3 (1994), pp. 389-399; 
also see Guida’s Nei mari del sud. Il viaggio nel Sud-Est Asiatico tra 
realtà e immaginazione: storiografi a e letteratura nella Cina Ming e 

NOTES

1 For diff erent editions of the AMJL, see, for example, Zhang Shitai 
張世泰, Feng Weixun 馮偉勛, Ni Junming 倪俊明, Guancang 
Guangdong difangzhi mulu 館藏廣東地方志目錄 (Guangzhou: 
Guangdong sheng Zhongshan tushuguan guan lishi wenxian bu, 
1986), pp. 193-194. Also see Zhang Wenqin 章文欽 ‘“Aomen jilüe” 
yanjiu’ 澳門記略研究, in his Aomen yu Zhonghua lishi wenhua 澳
門與中華歷史文化, ser. Haohai congkan (Macao: Aomen jijinhui, 
1995), pp. 139-177, and Zhao Chunchen 趙春晨, ‘Guanyu 
“Aomen jilüe” Qianlong yuankan ben de jige wenti’ 關 澳門記略

乾隆原刊本的幾個問題, in Huang Xiaofeng 黄曉峰, Deng Siping 
鄧思平 and Liu Yuelian 劉月蓮 (eds.), Shou jie Aomen lishi wenhua 
guoji xueshu yantaohui lunwenji 首届澳門歷史文化國際學術研討
會論文集 (Macao: Aomen wenhua yanjiuhui, 1995), pp. 139-141. 
– Excerpts of the AMJL are in Zhongguo di yi lishi dang’anguan 
中國第一歷史檔案館, Aomen jijinhui 澳門基金會, Ji’nan daxue 
guji yanjiusuo 暨南大學古籍研究所 (eds.), Ming Qing shiqi Aomen 
wenti dang’an wenxian huibian 明清時期澳門問題檔案文獻彙編, 
6 vols. (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1999), especially VI, pp. 280 
et seq., in Zhang Haipeng 張海鵬 (ed.), Zhong Pu guanxishi ziliao 
ji 中葡關係資料集, 2 vols. (Chengdu: Sichuan renmin chubanshe, 
1999), especially I, pp. 88 et seq. – Translations and annotated 
versions: Luís Gonzaga Gomes (tr.), Ou-Mun Kei-Leok. Monografi a 
de Macau (Macao: Quinzena de Macau, 1979; originally 1950), 
especially p. 238; Yin Guangren 印光任 and Zhang Rulin 張汝
霖 (authors), Zhao Chunchen (ed.), Aomen jilüe jiaozhu 澳門記
略校注 (Macao: Instituto Cultural de Macau, 1992; this text was 
used here), especially p. 163; Yin Guangren, Zhang Rulin (authors), 
Zhao Chunchen (comm.), Jin Guoping (tr., notes), Rui Manuel 
Loureiro (revision), Aomen Jilüe. Monografi a Abreviada de Macau 
(Versão Anotada) (Macao: Instituto Cultural do Governo da R.A.E. 
de Macau, 2009), p. 220 and p. 276 n. 503. – For a translation of 
the menggui segment in AMJL and a related study, see Roderich 
Ptak, ‘Notizen zum Mungo (Herpestes javanicus)’, in same (ed.), 
Tiere im alten China. Studien zur Kulturgeschichte, ser. Maritime 
Asia 20 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2009).

2 Jin Guoping’s translation: ‘rabos enrolados’.

a general sense, what these names tell us, is this: the 
elements mao and li (cat/wild cat) appear in several 
terms; besides these syllables one also fi nds meng, shu 
(rat/rodent), and other characters. Given that many of 
the creatures in question are similar in form and size 
(there are hundreds of images on the net to verify this), 
they were easily mixed up and often wrongly identifi ed. 
Certainly, H. javanicus and H. urva (found in parts of 
India, Southeast Asia and China’s deep South) are the 
most likely candidates for the menggui/mengsong, but the 
white and yellow varieties remain diffi  cult to explain. 
Perhaps it was the broad white line along the head and 
neck of H. urva which made the diff erence, but that is 
far-fetched, and above all, there is no clear solution for 
the yellow menggui.

In view of such zoological ‘inconsistencies’, 
the conclusion offered here must remain vague: 
Macao, we all know from Japanese biombo art, was 
involved in the shipment of animals to Nagasaki. 
Chinese junks also carried birds, horses, and so on. 
It is very likely, therefore, that ‘Siamese’ mongooses 
reached Macao and Guangzhou in Ming and early 
Qing times—not regularly, but now and then, in 
small quantities, perhaps on the order of rich and 
extravagant merchants. Why, however, the ones from 
Siam enjoyed the reputation of being the best, and how 
exactly these creatures were kept, trained and treated 
in these early days—that, I am afraid, may never be 
fully disclosed. 
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